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ABSTRACT

Utilities and manufacturers are assessing the CTA-2045 communication standard, published by the Consumer Technology Association (CTA) (previously Consumer Electronics Association (CEA)) to determine the degree to which it meets the needs of consumers, aggregators, and utilities. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) is facilitating a collaborative project specifically studying the extent to which CTA-2045 provides compatibility and interoperability with the wide range of systems into which consumer loads might be connected. If a modular interface works as intended, achieving interoperability and being self-installable by consumers, it could significantly advance the state of demand response worldwide. One of these systems is an HVAC thermostat, and this report details laboratory evaluations of the system’s capabilities.
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1

INTRODUCTION

In 2013 the Consumer Electronics Association¹ (now called the Consumer Technology Association) released the ANSI/CEA-2045 standard. This standard defines a modular communication interface intended to be designed into end-use loads to enable demand response (DR). The CEA-2045 standard has been described in detail in EPRI report 3002004020, *Introduction to the CEA-2045 Standard*².

Utilities and manufacturers are assessing this new standard to determine the degree to which it meets the needs of consumers, aggregators, and utilities. Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) is facilitating a collaborative project that is specifically studying the extent to which CEA-2045 provides compatibility and interoperability with the wide range of systems into which consumer loads might be connected. If a modular interface works as intended, achieving interoperability and being self-installable by consumers, it could significantly advance the state of demand response worldwide. A detailed description of the CEA-2045 Field Demonstration project, including its goals and plan, has been provided in EPRI report 3002004009, *ANSI/CEA-2045 Field Demonstration Project Description*³.

In addition to the field demonstration described above, the EPRI and a team of partners were selected by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) to carry out a project to develop and test how smart, connected consumer devices can act to enable the use of more clean energy technologies on the electric power grid. This project was a component of the NREL Integrated Network Test-bed for Energy Grid Research and Technology (INTEGRATE) initiative and was awarded under RFP Number RCS-4-42326, Topic 1, “Connected Devices”.

The project team includes the following end-use technologies and companies, each of which are market leaders in their fields. All of which were installed and tested at NREL’s Energy Systems Integration Facility (ESIF) in Golden Colorado.

- Electric Vehicle Service Equipment (Siemens)
- Thermostat (Emerson)
- Solar Inverter (Fronious)
- Pool Pump (Pentair)
- Water Heaters (AO Smith)

¹ Now known as the Consumer Technology Association.
Device-Type Specific Requirements for CTA-2045 Devices

The end-use devices (loads) tested in this project were all designed using device-type specific requirements. These requirements and links to each document are listed in Table 1-1. The requirements were created through a collaborative effort by which utilities and technology providers participated. The intent of these requirements is to provide guidance by which manufacturers of end-use devices, communication hardware, and other service providers could use to help create a predictable, interoperable, data rich architecture.

Table 1-1
Device-Type Specific Requirements

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Document Name</th>
<th>EPRI Product ID</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Demand Response-Ready Domestic Water Heater Specification, Preliminary</td>
<td>3002002710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for CEA-2045 Field Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand Response-Ready Thermostat Specification, Preliminary Requirements for</td>
<td>3002002711</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEA-2045 Field Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand Response-Ready Electric Vehicle Service Equipment Specification,</td>
<td>3002002712</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preliminary Requirements for CEA-2045 Field Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for CEA-2045 Field Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demand Response-Ready Variable-Speed Pool Pump Specification: Preliminary</td>
<td>3002008320</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Requirements for CEA-2045 Field Demonstration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The tests were conducted at NREL to measure the performance characteristics of different end-use devices and their potential to support renewable resource integration can. This report includes the results from the HVAC thermostat tests.
2
HVAC THERMOSTAT

This document presents the test results from the Emerson programmable thermostat. Testing was performed at EPRI and at NREL during a series of onsite visits by team members.

The test plan that guided this testing has been documented separately.

Test Setup

Figure 2-1 shows the test setup used for the thermostat testing at NREL.

Figure 2-1
Thermostat Test Setup

A single thermostat was tested. All testing was conducted using a normal grid connection feeding the AC circuit. The NREL laboratory SCADA system included the following sensors and controls that were used in this test:

- Real power consumption of the HVAC system.
- Temperature at the thermostat (indoor chamber)
- Temperature at the outdoor unit (outdoor chamber)
In addition, EPRI monitored the following directly from the thermostat using the CEA-2045 Simulator software:

- Present power consumption
- Cumulative energy consumption
- Present operating state
- Consumer override

Figure 2-2 shows the thermostat used in the laboratory testing at NREL.

Figure 2-2  
Emerson Thermostat Tested at NREL

Figure 2-3 shows the thermostat positioned in the indoor environment chamber during testing (right) and the compressor/condenser unit in the outdoor environment chamber for testing.
As indicated in Figure 2-1, the EPRI CEA-2045 Simulator software was used to communicate with the thermostat, monitoring its status and managing its behavior throughout the test. This software is designed to plug-in directly to the CEA-2045 port interface at which communication modules would normally be connected.

The unit’s identification was queried and reported as indicated in Figure 2-4. This includes a device-type code indicating “Central AC – Heat Pump”, as well as a unique vendor ID, serial and revision numbers.
The CEA-2045 standard identifies two monitorable parameters that are of particular relevance to thermostats and were supported in the Emerson units involved in this test:

Present power consumption (an estimated value). The standard does not dictate how a manufacturer must make this estimation and it is not required that they reveal their approach. Thermostats in general do not know how much power the HVAC system is using, so in this implementation, Emerson used marketplace average figures. In this way, the total energy consumption of a diverse population of systems may be relatively accurate.

Cumulative energy consumption (based on the estimated power values over time)

The baseline behavior of the thermostat is shown in Figure 2-5. As indicated by the blue trace and the left vertical axis, the thermostat setpoint was 72[°F] for this test. The resulting temperature was independently measured as indicated. The control band (dead band) was about 1.5[°F], centered at around 73[°F].

The total HVAC system energy consumption (indoor plus outdoor units) is indicated by the orange trace and the right vertical axis. Each time the unit turns on, there is a momentary high current spike as the compressor motor starts up. The power consumption when the test unit is running is around 1150 [Watts].

During this test, the NREL system was setup to model a particular home type with certain thermal loss characteristics. The outdoor conditions modeled were from a summer day in the Southeast United States. This model included temperature variations from around 82 [°F] to 87 [°F]. During the baseline test, this model resulted in a duty cycle of around 40% and a period of around 25 minutes.
Figure 2-5
Thermostat Baseline Behavior

It is noted from the test results that the modeled system includes inertia in relation to the HVAC operation. The temperature at the thermostat continues to move in the same direction for about 2-3 minutes after the system turns on or shuts off.

Data captured using the EPRI communication simulator indicated that the thermostat reported operating states of “Idle Normal” when not running and “Running Normal” when operating during this test.

The thermostat reported power consumption of 0 [Watts] when not running and 2200[Watts] when running, the Emerson population average value. These values were reported at the same two levels during the remaining test steps.

Visual Indicators
The thermostat included visual indicators related to grid control on the display as shown in Figure 2-6.

Event Status: Indicated in a text field at the top of the thermostat.

Event End Time: If provided in the event message by the control system, this indicator is illuminated when a control or event is in effect that alters the thermostat’s normal mode of operation in any way.
Shed Event

The results from the testing of the thermostat’s basic “Shed” function are summarized in Figure 2-7.

As noted from the test times, this shed test immediately followed the baseline test described in the preceding section. The environmental chamber control system was restarted due to issues unrelated to the thermostat testing, resulting in the rise in control chamber temperature seen at the left of the chart.

The Shed event was issued at 5:15PM as indicated and remained in effect through the remainder of the test period. The HVAC system was operating when the Shed event was initiated and it immediately turned off.
Figure 2-7

Shed Event

The thermostat’s intended response to a Shed event is to offset the control temperature by 4°F (+4 when in cooling mode, -4 when in heating mode). The test data indicates such a response, with the control band remaining approximately the same width (1.5°F) but shifted.

With the home model utilized in this test, this resulted in a 2:15 hour delay of operation, from 5:15PM until 7:25PM.

Data captured using the EPRI communication simulator indicated that the thermostat reported operating states of “Idle Grid” when not running and “Running Curtailed Grid” when operating during the Shed event.

The Shed test was terminated at 7:50PM.

Critical Peak Event

The results from the test of the thermostat’s “Critical Peak” function are summarized in Figure 2-8. Note that this chart covers a longer period of time than those in Figure 2-5 and Figure 2-7.

This test was started at 7:48AM and the thermostat ran in normal operating mode until the Critical Peak event was issued at 9:08AM. During this normal operation period, the unit operated in the same fashion as the baseline, cycling on and off and regulating the temperature with a control band (dead band) of about 1.5°F centered at ~73°F.

The unit was operating when the Critical Peak event was initiated. It shut off immediately and remained off until ~2:50PM until the indoor temperature had risen to ~81°F.
The thermostat’s intended response to a Critical Peak event is to offset the control temperature by 8°F (+8 when in cooling mode, -8 when in heating mode). The test data indicates such a response, with the control band remaining approximately the same width (1.5°F) but shifted.

With the home model utilized in this test, this resulted in a ~5:40 hour delay of operation, from 9:08AM until 2:50PM.

Data captured using the EPRI communication simulator indicated that the thermostat reported operating states of “Idle Grid” when not running and “Running Curtailed Grid” when operating during the Critical Peak event.

After the offset temperature was reached, the unit cycled on/off as expected until the Critical Peak event was terminated by sending a “Run Normal” message at 3:25PM. Following the event, the unit operated continuously until the temperature was back to the normal operating range.

![Figure 2-8 Critical Peak Event](image)

**Consumer Override**

Although not a functional requirement in terms of enabling more solar generation on the grid, consumer override is considered a required feature in order to ensure that the consumer is in control and to encourage program participation.
The results of the consumer override test are summarized in Figure 2-9. This test was performed immediately following the Critical Peak test described in the previous section.

Following recovery to the normal temperature range, another Critical Peak event was issued at 4:40PM. In this case, the HVAC system was in an off state when the Critical Peak event was initiated. The unit stayed off and the temperature began to rise.

If left in this state, the temperature would have risen to an 8 degree offset as in the previous section. At 4:53PM, a Consumer Override was initiated by pressing the button on the thermostat. The door to the indoor environmental chamber was quickly opened to perform this action. At this time, the temperature had risen to 75°F, well above the normal control band.

**Figure 2-9**

*Consumer Override*

When the Consumer Override was initiated, the unit immediately turned on and operated as when running normally. The operating state was reported as “Running Normal” when on and during this period because the event was no longer being honored.

Immediately upon initiating the Consumer Override, the thermostat sent an unsolicited notification over the communication interface as indicated in Figure 2-10.
In addition, the thermostat displayed the override status in the text notification field as shown in Figure 2-11.
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